Responsibilities and Cleaning the BBQ trailer
Arrival at the markets at least ½hour before the markets open at 7am. Stall holders often
rely on the BBQ for breakfast, so an early start means money.
A deposit of $100 is required at the beginning of your month of hire and is refundable if the
trailer is returned clean and the gas bottles refilled. Bay hire will cost $50/week.
Instructions for the use of the BBQ will be given in week 1 of your hire and you will be
responsible to pass this information on for the remaining hire weeks.
*cooking hint – heat BBQ before placing food on the plate and store cooked food in
roasting trays
A large bin liner must be put into the bin next to the BBQ.

Cleaning:
1. BBQ trailer needs to be returned to the Rotary shed by 12 noon. Remember, cleanup time can take a bit of time. Make sure there is no oil on the ground.
2. Use soapy steel-wool pads for the splash back then polish with wipes. Bring your
own towelling scraps for a better finish.
3. Scrape the BBQ plate clean and wash with water on the warm plate to remove any oil
or food waste.
4. Clean utensils each week. Please take them home and wash in hot soapy water and
return to Rotary before the following Sunday market.
5. Wipe and dry plastic tablecloths and fold. Please ensure the tablecloths are totally
dry before folding to prevent mould and stale smells.
*please, do not use any form of tape on the tablecloths.
6. Empty waste oil tin, under the BBQ plate, into the large drum with a funnel, located
in the Rotary Shed.
7. Please leave the BBQ and your bay site clean after each market.

The Rotary club will provide:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Tomato, BBQ and sweet chilli sauce plus 2 bottles of cooking oil
Aluminium food trays to store cooked food
Rubbish bin liners
Detergent and steel-wool pads
Roll of Chux wipes
Rectangular grease proof paper for bread rolls
Serviettes
Large rubber gloves
Gas bottles x 2 – at least one bottle must be refilled at the end of the month
Cooking utensils – sharp knives, BBQ scraper, egg rings, tongs, egg slide
Gazebo with weights for each leg

